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The diamond anvil cell technique is applied for magneto-optical far-infrared
transmission experiments with LPE grown GaAs:Sn. The s-2p(+) intra-
-shallow-f-donor transition is investigated as a function of high hydrostatic
pressure for Sn and residual S donors. Both donors are shallow up to 30 kbar.
Above this pressure both donors become deep and shallow donor absorption
is persistently bleached due to deep non-metastable (non DX-like) states of
the donors entering the gap of GaAs.

PACS numbers: 71.55.Eq, 78.50.Ge

The properties of donor impurities in III—V semiconductor compounds and
alloys remain one of the most intensely discussed subjects. The final conclusion,
regarding the origin of observed metastability effects, socalled DX-like behaviour,
and possible mechanisms triggering shallow-deep instability for donor impurities
has not been reached. It has been demonstrated experimentally [1-4] and the-
oretically confirmed [5-7] that two different mechanisms can be responsible for
transformation of shallow donor into deep non-hydrogenic defect:

i) the impurity undergoes local lattice rearrangement upon capturing elec-
tron (or two electrons) forming DX-like state responsible for metastability effects;

ii) the electronic wave function of substitutional impurity "collapses" —
strongly localized electronic state is formed by local potential of substitutional
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impurity, without lattice relaxation. So, this shallow-deep transition has non-meta-
stable character.

The experimental evidence for the latter transition has been demonstrated
for Ge and Si donors in pressurized GaAs [2-4, 8]. We present here experiments in
which we investigate shallow-deep transition for Sn and S donors in high-purity
GaAs at high pressure. We employ developed for this purpose diamond anvil
cell technique for far-infrared magnetooptical transmission experiments using
far-infrared molecular laser [9]. The absorption due to 1 s-2p(+-) hydrogenic

intra-shallow-Ґ-donor transition is monitored as a function of pressure. The transmis-
sion observed at three pressures — ambient (1 bar), 19 kbar and 30 kbar — for
LPE grown Sn doped high purity sample is presented in Fig. 1. The fine structure

of the 1s-2p(+) transition, due to different "chemical shifts" for two donor species
— tin and residual sulphur — present in the sample, can be resolved. The existence
of shallow donor absorption up to 30 kbar independent on the experimental condi-
tions, i.e. cooling in darkness or exposure to white light, demonstrates that shallow
hydrogenic donor state is the ground state of both donor impurities in this pressure
range. Above 30 kbar, however, no absorption is observed, either in darkness or
under strong white light illumination. It has been demonstrated for Si donor that
this phenomenon is related to appearance in the gap of deep impurity state which
can be observed in photoluminescence, i.e. under continuous strong illumination
[10]. This state does not follow upon applying pressure the lowest conduction band
and persistently captures electrons from the shallow state. The deep state can be
identified with antibonding localized donor state with A 1 symmetry, and not with
DX-like state. The deep state reported for photoluminescence experiments with
GaAs:S which enters the gap close to 30 kbar [10], has all attributes of such a
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state. This state cannot be DX-like state, as suggested by the authors of Ref. [10].
They do realize, that population of this state is not sensitive to illumination, so
it does not possess metastable properties. One can thus conclude that for Si and
S donors the shallow-deep transition without lattice relaxation occurs close to 30
kbar. The evidence for analogous transition for Sn donor close to 30 kbar is given
in far-infrared experiments. However, the existence of unrelaxed deep state for Sn
donors is to be confirmed with photoluminescence experiments.

The second interesting result of our high pressure investigations is much
better resolution of "chemical" fine structure of 1s-2p(+) transition at high pres-
sures. This can be related to increase of "chemical shift" of the ground 1s state with
pressure. for both impurities. The larger is "chemical shift" at ambient pressure,
the bigger increase with pressure (Fig. 2). This behaviour has been theoretically

predicted in [11]. It corresponds to increase with pressure of the density of 1s elec-
tronic wave function at the impurity core and consequently stronger interaction
of electron with local potential.
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